
Essential GL Style Transfer Test Practice Questions

How did you do?
Answers can be obtained by visiting www.belfasttelegraph.co.uk/transfertests

These practice papers are designed to:
   • Give your child realistic practice for the Transfer Tests
   • Support and enhance the school curriculum
   • Revise and reinforce learning
   • Provide opportunities to build confidence
   • Help develop examination technique

Brought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.ukBrought to you in partnership with TransferTests.co.uk
TTransferTests.co.uk was founded in August 2002 and was the first 
website of its kind. TransferTests.co.uk was also the first such business 
to have its products stocked in leading retailers such as Eason’s and WH 
Smith. You can now find them in most EUROSPAR shops, Creighton’s 
garages, Stewart Millar, We are Vertigo, Five Ways Newry, Sheey’s 
Cookstown, Trim Print Armagh, Smyths Newcastle, Lucia Hughes 
Omagh, Magherafelt Copy Shop, Craigavon Office Supplies, McGraths 
OfOffice Supplies, Mourne Office Supplies and BJ McNally. The tests you 
find in the Belfast Telegraph this week do not contain the same 
questions as any of the tests you will find in retailers.

The goal of TransferTests.co.uk is to help children prepare for the AQE 
and GL Transfer tests, providing great materials both on paper and 
online. With tests that mirror the actual examinations, the company’s 
reputation has grown with teachers and tutors recommending the 
products. Whether your child prefers to complete practice papers on a 
mobile, tablet or on paper, TransferTests.co.uk have a product to suit. To 
find out more visit www.TransferTests.co.uk

About the GL ExamsAbout the GL Exams
GLGL examinations are used by 34 PPTC schools as part of the selection 
criteria for year 8 admissions. A list of PPTC schools can be found at 
www.pptcni.com. On the day of the examinations children will sit one 
English paper and one Maths paper, both of which are in a multiple 
choice format. Before the main examinations there will be a practice and 
familiarisation session during which children can complete practice 
questions and get used to the exam format.  They will get time for a 
brbreak before they start the main papers.

During the examinations, the children will use an answer sheet to record their 
answers. For the purposes of this practice paper where an answer booklet has not 
been provided, children should mark their answers on the paper itself. When the 
GL examination results are issued, each child will receive a standardised mark.

GL English paper:
   • 60 questions
   • 50 minutes to complete – children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
    allowed 60 minutes
   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple 
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

GL Maths paper:
   • 45 questions
   • 45 minutes to complete - children taking the test in January 2021 will be 
  allowed 50 minutes
   •   • To answer the questions pupils must choose from one or two of five multiple  
  choice options, completing their answers on an answer booklet.

ENGLISH
Ready? Let’s get started!
Read the following carefully before you begin:
   • Do not turn this page until you are told to do so.
   • There are 60 multiple-choice questions to answer in 50 mins - children 
    taking the test in January 2021 will be allowed 60 minutes.
   • Read each question carefully before stating your answer.
   • Once you have selected your answer from the options given, mark it 
  carefully. 
   • Work as quickly and as carefully as you can.
   • You may do rough working on a separate sheet of paper.
   • If you make a mistake, rub it out as carefully as you can and mark your 
    new answer.
   • If you are not sure of an answer, choose the one you think is best.
   • You may read each question and check your answers as many times
      as you want.

Flip over for AQE Style Practice Paper 2
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GL Style Practice Paper 2 - English



Read this passage and answer the questions which follow. 

BROKEN BONES
YYour bones are tough stuff – but even tough stuff can break.  Like a wooden pencil, bones will bend under strain.  If the 
pressure is too much, or too sudden, bones can snap.  You can break a bone by falling off a skateboard or crashing down from 
the monkey bars.  When a bone breaks it is called a fracture.  There’s more than one way to break or fracture a bone.  A break 
can be anything from a hairline fracture (a thin break in the bone) to the bone that’s snapped in two pieces like a broken tree 
branch.

ItIt hurts to break a bone!  It’s different for everyone, but the pain is often like the deep ache you get from a very bad stomach 
ache or headache.  Some people may experience sharper pain – especially with an open fracture and yet if the fracture is small, 
a child may not feel much pain at all.  Sometimes children won’t even be able to tell that they broke a bone!
BBreaking a bone is a big shock to your whole body.  It’s normal for you to receive strong messages from parts of your body that 
aren’t anywhere close to the fracture.  You may feel dizzy, woozy, or chilly from the shock.  A lot of people cry for a while.  Some 
people pass out until their bodies have time to adjust to all the signals they’re getting and other people don’t feel any pain right 
away because of the shock of the injury.

TheThe worst thing for a broken bone is to move it.  This will hurt the person and it can make the injury worse!  In the case of a 
broken arm or leg, a grown-up may be able to cushion or support the surrounding area with towels or pillows.  One very 
important tip: If you’re not sure what bone is broken or you think the neck or back is broken, do not try to move the injured 
person.  Wait until a trained medical professional has arrived!  To treat the broken bone, the doctor needs to know which kind 
of fracture it is.  That’s where X-rays come in handy.  X-rays give doctors a map of fractures so that they can set the bones back 
inin their normal position.  With breaks in larger bones or when a bone breaks in more than two pieces, the doctor may need to 
put in a metal pin – or pins – to help set it.  For this operation, you’ll get some medicine so you’ll be able to be asleep and 
unable to feel any pain.  When your bone has healed, the doctor will remove the pin or pins.

After your bone has been set, the next step is usually putting on a cast, the special bandage that will keep the bone in place 
for the 1 to 2 months it will take for the break to mend.  Casts are made of bandages soaked in plaster, which harden to a tough 
shell (that’s why they last so long!).

Sometimes casts are made of fibreglass or plastic – and some are even waterproof, which means you can still go swimming and 
get them wet!  Sometimes they come in cool colours or patterns that you can choose.

Answer the following questions. Look back over the passage. You should select the best answer and circle the 
correct answer.

1. What happens to bones under strain? 
  
  A They shrink     B They stretch     C They bend     D They shrivel     E They become softer 

2. When a bone breaks what is it called? 2. When a bone breaks what is it called? 
  
  A A sprain        B A fracture       C A strain       D An injury        E An accident 

3. What is the worst thing for a broken bone? 
  
  A To mend it      B To rub it        C To bandage it      D To move it        E To drink lots of water

4. What should you not do if you think that someone has broken their back or neck? 
    
  A Call for help       B Put a towel under them      C Move them      D Leave them      E Make them a cup of tea

5. What do X-rays do? 
   A They help the doctor     B They help the doctor     C They heal broken     D They stop doctors     E They give doctors  
to fix the broken bone     to set plaster     bones     from doing their work     a map of fractures
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6. What might the doctor do if the break in your bone is big?
  
  A Put in a pin        B Stretch it        C Plaster it       D Tie it        E Make the patient have a long sleep 

7. What is a cast? 
  
A A type of break    B A bandage that will           C A type of X-ray        D Something a doctor       E A bone in the  

8.8. How long must a cast stay on? 
  
  A One to two hours      B One to two weeks     C One to three months      D Forever       E One to two months

9. Which of the following would not be used to make a cast? 
  
  A A bandage        B Plastic       C Fibreglass       D Glass        E A bandage soaked in plaster 

10. What is a hairline fracture?
    
A A break on your skull     B A thin break     C A large break on the bone     D A chipped bone       E A break in your hair

The following two passages contain a number of mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. On each line there is 
either one or no mistake. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and circle the letter underneath it. 
If there is no mistake, circle N. 

First look for spelling mistakes in the passage below.

11    In adition to         causing trouble         and damaging     crops, Celts thought 
                A              B               C              D             N

12    that the presence   of the otherworldly     spirits made       it easier fore 
        A              B               C              D             N

13    the Druids,      or Celtic priests,     to make predictions     about the 
        A              B               C              D             N

14     futur. For      a people entirely      dependent on     the volatile natural 
        A              B               C              D             N

1515    world, these     prophecies were       an important     source of comfort 
        A              B               C              D             N

16    and direction     during the long,       dark winter.      To comemorate 
        A              B               C              D             N

17     the event,     Druids built huge     sacred bonfires,      where the people 
        A              B               C              D             N

18     gathered to     burn crops and     animals as sacrifces    to the Celtic 
                A              B               C              D             N

keep the bone in place  uses to stop bleeding human body
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30. Children over 2 should get how much, as a percentage, of their calories from fat?
   A 15%        B 30%        C 45%        D 60%       E 75%

Find one word in the passage closest in meaning to each of the statements below. Circle the matching letter on 
your answer sheet. 

The following five words are used in the passage: butter, correctly, fat, drink & you. Circle the correct letter The following five words are used in the passage: butter, correctly, fat, drink & you. Circle the correct letter 
from the corresponding box in the table to show which of the five words is used as an adjective, a verb, a noun, 
an adverb or a pronoun.    

38. Where would you normally find a passage such as the one above? Circle the correct letter.
        A Recipe book        B Health manual         C Toddler’s book         D Dictionary        E Diary

39. Which of the following statements is false, according to the above passage? 
A Fruit has no fat     B Fat is in every food      C Fat is important      D Fat helps the brain     E Whole milk has the most fat

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. Circle the correct answer.Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow. Circle the correct answer.
Henri Matisse Henri Matisse was born on 31st December, 1869 in Le Chateau-Cambresis, france. He first got a degree in law and then decided to 
become an artist. He studied for three years with Gustave Moreau. He learned a lot by copying paintings by other great artists, such as 
Raphael.  Matisse was one of the founders of a type of art called Fauvism  He liked to do paintings with people because it made it easy for 
him to express his feelings about life.  He especially liked to paint women, because he said they held the answer to the mystery of life. 
Matisse also did many pieces of art using cut paper.  He was also a scullpter and an etcher.  Because Matisse had cancer, he became 
confined to a wheelchaiconfined to a wheelchair.  From his wheelchair, he completed one of his most famous works, painting the inside of the Chapelle de 
Rosaire.  Matisse died in 1954.

40. In which line has a capital letter been left out?
        A Line 1       B Line 3         C Line 4        D Line 6       E Line 7

41. In which line is there a spelling mistake? 
        A Line 1       B Line 3         C Line 4        D Line 5       E Line 7

42. In which line is there a full stop missing? 
       A Line 7       B Line 4         C Line 2        D Line 3       E Line 1

43. Before becoming an artist, what did Matisse study? 
      A Medicine       B Mechanics         C Cookery        D Law       E Fashion

44. When did Matisse die?
      A 31st December        B 1954         C 1869        D 1945       E 31st December 1954

31. An individual part of something 
32. Those who have lots of knowledge
        about a particular topic 

A
B
C
D
E

Toddlers
Experts
Calories
Important
Component

A
B
C
D
E

Toddlers
Experts
Calories
Important
Component
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45. Why did Matisse use a wheelchair? 
A He developed cancer    B His legs were painful     C He had difficulty walking    D He was elderly    E He had a broken leg 

Read the passage below and answer the questions that follow
The Houses of The Houses of Parliament, also known as the Palace of Westminster, is only a short walk down Whitehall from Trafalgar Square 
to Parliament Square.  Tours inside the Houses of Parliament for overseas visitors are only available during August and 
September.  The Palace of Westminster was a Royal residence until Henry VIII’s reign. Only Westminster Hall scene of many 
trials, such as Guy Fawkes’ and Charles I’s) and St Stephen’s Crypt escaped the great fire of 1834. Over 700 years of history 
were destroyed in that dramatic fire. The fire gave Sir Charles Barry the opportunity of designing the Gothic Houses of 
ParParliament we know today.  The modern Palace of Westminster covers 8 acres and has nearly 1,100 rooms. Big Ben is one of 
the most famous landmarks in the world.  The clock tower is situated on the banks of the River Thames and is part of the 
Palace of Westminster.

46. Brackets have been used incorrectly in the above passage. On which line does the mistake occur? 
       A Line 4        B Line 2       C Line 3       D Line 6       E Line 1

47. Approximately how many rooms are in the Palace of Westminster? 
       A One        B Eight       C 1834       D 700       E 1100

48.  Which word from the passage is closest in meaning to ‘where someone lives’?
       A Palace        B Residence       C Reign       D Parliament       E Situated

49. Which famous London landmark is set on the grounds of the Palace of Westminster? 
       A The London Eye      B The Statue of Liberty    C The Eiffel Tower     D Big Ben       E Trafalgar Square 

50. As an overseas visitor when can you tour the Houses of Parliament?  
       A All year       B January – June      C May-June      D August - September     E November – January

The following passage contains a number of spelling and punctuation mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. The following passage contains a number of spelling and punctuation mistakes. You have to find the mistakes. 
On each line there is either one or no mistakes. Find the group of words in which there is a mistake and mark 
the correct letter. If there is no mistake, circle N.

51.    Too find out           more about the            remains that are          found, scientists
        A              B               C              D             N
52. reconstruct dinosaurs,   The way that                 the hips and                 legs are put
        A              B               C              D             N
53.53.   together shows       that it was able          to run after prey.          The clawed feet)
        A              B               C              D             N
54.   and rows of         teeth are evidence         that once dinosaurs         had caught
        A              B               C              D             N
55.    the prey,              the carnivore was             equipped to                tear it apart,
        A              B               C              D             N
56.     The biggest                 cairnvore                      was the                  Spinosaurus,
                A              B               C              D             N
57.    which lived                     in the                   Cretaceous period.            The two
        A              B               C              D             N
58.        other time              periods, in                which dinosaurs                   lived 
        A              B               C              D             N
59.         our the               Jurassic and                    Triassic. All                 three time 
        A              B               C              D             N
60.60.    periods were           known, as                  the Mesozoic                      era. 
        A              B               C              D             N
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1.  C
2.  B
3.  D
4.  C
5.  E
6.  A
77.  B
8.  E
9.  D
10. B
11. A
12. D
13. N
114. A
15. N
16. D
17. N
18. C
19. B
20. N

21. C
22. N
23. A
24. B
25. C
26. N
227. N
28. B
29. C
30. B
31. E
32. B
33. C
334. D
35. C
36. B
37. E
38. B
39. B
40. A

41. D
42. D
43. D
44. B
45. A
46. A
447. E
48. B
49. D
50. D
51. A
52. A
53. D
554. N
55. D
56. B
57. N
58. B
59. A
60. B
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